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Issue Editors

David Aers and Sarah Beckwith

209 Via Rome: Medieval Medievalisms in the Old English *Ruin*
Rory G. Critten

233 Translating Gender in Thirteenth-Century French Cross-Dressing Narratives: *La Vie de Sainte Euphrosine* and *Le Roman de Silence*
Emma Campbell

265 Passionate Language: Models of Compassion in Nicholas Love and Margery Kempe
Jessica Hines

295 Space and the Culture of Witnessing in the York *Entry into Jerusalem*
Emma Lipton

319 Artisan Drama, Patronage, and Fellowship Reconfigured: The Chester *Shepherds* in 1578
Nicole R. Rice

347 The Disappearing Scar of Henry V: Triage, Trauma, and the Treatment of Henry’s Wounding at the Battle of Shrewsbury
Timothy D. Arner

377 Conjuring History: The Premodern Origins and Post-Truth Legacy of John Dee’s *Brytanici Imperii Limites*
Blaire Zeiders
Sir George Sondes His plaine Narrative to the World:
The Envious Younger Son and the Inequality of Inheritance
in Seventeenth-Century England
Ronda Arab
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